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Water Filters Provider WaterFilters.NET A Top Job Creator In Minnesota 

Job growth helps online water filters and filtration systems provider achieve 2013 Inc. Hire 

Power Award 

Zumbrota, MN October 29, 2013 http://www.WaterFilters.NET – WaterFilters.NET, the online 

consumer’s first choice in water filters and whole house water filtration systems, announces its 

2013 Inc. Hire Power Award.  With this award, WaterFilters.NET achieves recognition as a top 

job creator in its home state of Minnesota. 

Founded in 2002 by CEO Jamin Arvig, WaterFilters.NET was established early on as a company 

that would focus on providing clean drinking water for customers and contacts throughout the 

world.  For Arvig, achieving the mission he envisioned for WaterFilters.NET meant focusing 

equally on those that needed drinking water filters as it did on those that needed clean drinking 

water.  To achieve this mission he set forth, Arvig knew that the WaterFilters.NET team would 

need to grow in both passion and in numbers. 

“Over the years, our company has been lucky enough to receive significant recognition for the 

work that we do throughout the world,” states Arvig.  “But to win an Inc. Hire Power Award, 

and to be recognized as a top job creator, may just be one of our more special achievements.” 

The unique mission of WaterFilters.NET can be seen reflected in the awards it has been 

recognized for centered on both culture and commerce, including one of the 15 Best Places to 

Work in Southeast Minnesota (awarded by Rochester, MN-based non-profit Workforce 

Development, Inc.) and as a five time Inc. 5000 honoree.  The mission of WaterFilters.NET can 

also be seen reflected in the percentage of profits from every water filters sale that it contributes 

to water-based charities and organizations, including charity: water.  Every sale made, award 

achieved or dollar donated by WaterFilters.NET depends on the rapid growth of its internal team.  

“Quite simply, WaterFilters.NET cannot achieve its mission of providing clean drinking water 

throughout the world unless we are able to grow and bring the right team members into the fold 

at home,” continues Arvig.  “Winning the Inc. Hire Power Award, and being recognized as a top 

job creator this year, will remain special as it represents an absolutely incredible indicator of how 

far we’ve been able to come in the pursuit of our global mission.” 

Learn more about WaterFilters.NET, and how their commitment to providing clean drinking 

water throughout the world has helped them grow into one of Minnesota’s top job creators, by 

reading the post, ‘Your Water Filters Purchases Help Create Jobs,’ at the link below: 

http://blog.waterfilters.net/blog/water-filters-purchases-create-jobs/ 

About WaterFilters.NET 

WaterFilters.NET is the online consumer’s first choice for replacement water filters and whole 

house water filtration systems. Providing millions of water filters and systems around the country 

has helped WaterFilters.NET accumulate the information needed to become a respected source 
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of water information for consumers and publications, including the Wall Street Journal. 

Consistently recognized as excellent by customer services ratings provider STELLAService, a 

Best Place to Work, and as a mainstay on the Inc. 500 | 5000, WaterFilters.NET, is committed to 

developing an online water filters superstore providing the products and information needed to 

serve clean, great tasting drinking water on a global basis. WaterFilters.NET supports its core 

values by making significant contributions from its online sales to various water-related charities 

and causes. 
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